The autocorrelation function quantifies the correlation of fitness values among binary strings within a hamming distance. It is defined as:
where, d is the hamming distance between any two binary string g and g' N is the number of binary strings with a hamming distance d § SI Method and Results: 1) Similarity between optimum binary string design using NKp fitness function and small molecule design using ensemble-averaged dipole moment
We found interesting qualitative similarities between small molecule design for target property and design of optimal binary strings using NKp model. The NKp model factors in the influence of each of the N different cell, and its possible k-wise coupling to other cells (Figures S1A and S1B), on the fitness of a binary string. Such coupling of multiple-sites is seen in actual molecule design problems. Let us image a small molecule design problem with three sites (X, Y, and Z as shown in Figure S1A (1) assigning a fitness value of each cell of a binary string randomly from 0 to 1, and (2) further tuning the fitness contribution by using a parameter p that sets the fitness A schematic description of the fitness evaluation for the N=4 and K=2 example is shown below. The fitness (Φ) of a bit string (g) in the NKp fitness landscape model is: Mimicking GDB-9 dipole moment landscape with NKp landscape model:
We vary parameters K (0 to N-1) and p (0 to 1) to construct a fitness landscape similar to the GDB-9 landscape. For our study, we fixed N that leads to the size of search space comparable to GDB-9 i.e. 524288 bit strings. We tried p from the range 0 to 1 to mimic the distribution of GDB-9 dipole moment property (figures 2A and 2B). The
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parameter K from 0 to N-1 was chosen to mimic the autocorrelation function (eq. 1) plotted on figures S3 A and B. The autocorrelation function (eq. 1) was used to quantify the qualitative similarity between the two landscapes. We found that the fitness landscape corresponding to N=19, K=9, and p=0.9 has similar autocorrelation characteristics to GDB-9 ( Figures S3 A and B) . The correlation between property and molecular distance decays rapidly in both landscapes (see Figures S3 A and B) . However, the distance metric in the NKp model problem is the Hamming distance (arising from the use of a binary strin), while the distance metric in the molecular library is the Euclidean (computed using the molecular autocorrelation descriptors). Figure S3B indicate that the correlation between the molecular dipole moment and the autocorrelation descriptor distances does not decay linearly with distance. This behavior corresponds to the NKp case in Figure S3A where B K>0. We see from these comparisons that the GDB-9 molecular property landscape is rugged for the molecular descriptors used here.
2) How does the landscape change with ruggedness parameter 'K'?
It is known that the ruggedness of a fitness landscape increases with the increase in parameter 'K'. 1 To demonstrate this we chose N=10 and varied K =0 to N-1.
Autocorrelation function was applied to compute the correlation between hamming distance and NKp fitness value. The result is shown below: From Figure S4 we notice that when K=0 (no coupling among sites), we observe linearly decaying autocorrelation function with respect to hamming distance. This behavior is representative of smooth fitness landscape where the fitness value decays smoothly with respect to chemical space distance. 1 As for K >0 cases, the autocorrelation function starts to decay rapidly with respect to hamming distance. 1 This behavior is representative of rugged fitness landscape where a small change in chemical space distance results in large change in fitness value (also known as activity cliff). 
